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MQ: An Integrated Mechanism for Multimedia
Multicasting
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Abstract—This paper studies the integration of multimedia
multicasting, with the consideration of multicast with end-to-end
QoS guarantees by resource reservation, dynamic join and depar-
ture of participants, user heterogeneity, scalability, robustness,
and loop-free control. A protocol called MQ, Multicast with QoS,
is proposed to support multimedia group communications with
QoS guarantees for heterogeneous recipients. With MQ, while
resource reservation is de-coupled from QoS multicast routing,
they are integrated in a way to avoid the problem of “sender-ori-
ented” path determination, a problem that occurs when RSVP is
used in conjunction with QoS routing for heterogeneous reser-
vations. Being a truly receiver-oriented and integrated scheme
for multimedia multicasting, MQ supports such integration
in a robust, scalable and loop-free way. It also accommodates
heterogeneous users with varied QoS, dynamically adjusts QoS
trees to improve resource utilization, and guarantees end-to-end
QoS requirements. We have conducted simulations to evaluate the
performance of the proposed mechanism. MQ demonstrates its
advantages over the conventional loosely coupled integration of IP
multicasting, resource reservation and QoS routing, in terms of
better accommodation of heterogeneous users, higher scalability,
lower blocking probability for users to join groups with service
guarantees, and more efficient resource utilization to enhance
system performance.

Index Terms—Multicast with QoS (MQ), multimedia multicas-
ting, quality-of-service (QoS), QoS multicasting.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ULTIMEDIA communications over the Internet is the
trend, spurred on by the explosive growth of the Internet

and the proliferation of the World Wide Web. Compared to
traditional applications, multimedia applications pose more
stringent demand on the quality of service (QoS) (e.g., a bound
on delay or jitter) provided. IP multicasting is a one-to-many or
many-to-many communications scenario, achieving resource
sharing by avoiding transmitting packets from a sender to
each of the receivers separately. A multicast packet contains a
class D group address in the destination address field of its IP
header, and is delivered to multicast group members with the
same “best- effort” delivery as unicast IP data transmission.
It is not necessary for a host to be a group member in order
to send data to the group. An individual host is free to join or
leave a multicast group at any time. No restriction is placed
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on group members in terms of their physical location and the
number of groups they can participate in, and on the group
size (the number of participants per group). The success of
IP multicasting has been proven by the extensive use of the
MBone (Multicast backBone) [1] for multimedia conferences
on the Internet.

Resource reservation is an approach that guarantees the quan-
titatively specified QoS for a particular flow by setting aside
certain resources [2]. Resources may be reserved either in a
sender-oriented or receiver-oriented way. Sender-oriented (e.g.,
ST-II [3]) refers to the reservation initiated by a flow sender,
and receiver-oriented (e.g., RSVP [4]), by a flow receiver. It has
been shown that receiver-oriented reservation accommodates
the heterogeneity of group recipients better and demonstrates
better scaling property to allow a sizeable group [4]. RSVP is
a promising, receiver-oriented QoS signaling protocol that es-
tablishes and maintains router states for resource reservation. It
relies onsoft stateto cope with the dynamic changes of flow
routes and to adapt to network dynamics. A sender initiates a
path message (Path) toward all the receivers in a group once a
flow transmission starts, and periodically refreshes the existing
Path states by successive path messages, lasting for the life of
the flow. Reservation works in a similar way. A receiver peri-
odically sends a reservation request (Resv) once it has received
the Path message from a sender of interest. The Path message
propagates toward all the receivers, in the path determined by
the underlying routing mechanism in use. It primes the routers
along the path to expect reservations. The Resv message travels
in the reverse direction of the same route as in the Path message,
ensuring that resources are reserved in the correct path. The par-
adigm that Path messages start at the flow source and precede
Resv messages gives the sender an opportunity to describe the
flow specification to its receivers and leaves the responsibility
to the receivers to reserve adequate resources based on their in-
dividual needs.

QoS routing [5]–[13] determines a transport path (or delivery
tree in multicast) with adequate resource to meet the requested
QoS level of a data source, with the consideration of the avail-
ability of network resources and the QoS constraints of source
flows. Here QoS may refer to delay, jitter, loss ratio, or band-
width. The two objectives of QoS routing are to determine a
feasible path which satisfies the QoS constraint of a data flow,
and to make efficient use of network resources. It is a challenge
to fulfill these two objectives simultaneously, considering the
diverse QoS requirements of users and dynamic network state
changes. While de-coupled in many existing schemes, resource
reservation in conjunction with QoS routing is considered a fea-
sible way to ensure QoS for real-time traffic because resources
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can be reserved successfully only when the underlying routing
protocol has found a feasible path that meets the user’s needs.

The important issues of multimedia multicasting include
QoS, resource reservation, user heterogeneity, scalability,
dynamic joining and departure of participants, routing, and
open loop control techniques [14]. While considerable research
efforts have been made on each individual topic [2]–[26], an
integrated framework accounting for all the issues collectively
has received little attention. Such integration introduces new
problems and challenges. For example, while best-effort IP
multicast allows participants to freely join and leave a group
of interest, when integrated with QoS routing and resource
reservation, a series of dynamic joins and departures of par-
ticipants, plus dynamic network load fluctuations, may lead
to a skewed QoS tree, resulting in inefficient use of network
resources, thereby increasing blocking probability for users to
join the group with requested QoS. This problem is exacerbated
in the presence of user heterogeneity. User heterogeneity is
an important and practical consideration, since different users
may request different QoS according to their individual needs.
Without taking user heterogeneity into account, the utilization
of network resources may deteriorate, causing higher blocking
probability. Receiver-oriented reservation like RSVP is an ac-
cepted approach to accommodate user heterogeneity. However,
when RSVP is used with QoS multicast routing protocols, the
resultant integration becomes “sender-oriented,” (the details
of this phenomenon will be explained in the next section).
It does not consider the heterogeneity of the user’s need for
path selection. Finally, the integrated mechanism should be
scalable, robust, and loop-free while making efficient use of
network resources to minimize the blocking probability for
QoS services.

This paper studies the integration problem of multimedia
multicasting, with the consideration of user heterogeneity,
high scalability, multicast with end-to-end QoS guarantees
by resource reservation, and loop-free control. We propose a
new protocol called MQ, Multicast with QoS, as an integrated
mechanism for multimedia multicasting. MQ targets the poten-
tial problems of the integration of IP multicasting, QoS routing,
and resource reservations, in the presence of user heterogeneity,
while making efficient use of network resources. We will
demonstrate how MQ supports such integration in a robust,
scalable and loop-free way, accommodates heterogeneous users
with varied QoS, dynamically adjusts QoS trees to improve
resource utilization, and benefits from being an integrated
mechanism to guarantee end-to-end QoS requirements. The
performance of MQ will be evaluated by simulation. We will
show the advantages of MQ over the conventional, loosely
coupled integration of resource reservation with QoS multicast
routing in terms of blocking probability, efficiency of resource
utilization, and scalability.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II iden-
tifies the potential problems of the integration of IP multicast
and QoS protocols in the presence of user heterogeneity. Sec-
tion III presents the proposed MQ mechanism, including tree
branch growing and pruning, tree maintenance, tree reshaping,
and loop-free control. Section IV shows some simulation results
to compare the performance of MQ with loosely coupled inte-

grated mechanisms for multimedia group communications. Fi-
nally, we conclude in Section V.

II. PROBLEMS OFIP MULTICAST WITH QOS

This section investigates the potential problems of integra-
tion for multimedia group communications. As is mentioned
earlier, there is much effort on each individual topic. However,
the problem of integration accounting for all the issues has
received little attention. For example, [15]–[19] focused on IP
group communications. Reference [4] proposed a reservation
protocol which collaborated with the underlying routing mech-
anism to ensure service quality. References [5]–[13] focused
only on the QoS routing algorithms to determine a feasible
path/tree which satisfied the QoS constraints of a flow source
and optimized the use of network resources. These approaches
constructed a QoS tree with given prior knowledge of network
topology, the availability of network resources, and group
membership, but without the consideration of such practical
issues as dynamic join and departure of participants, scalability
(in terms of routing table size and the overhead of control mes-
sage exchanges), and receiver heterogeneity. Reference [21]
investigated QoS routing in networks with inaccurate states.
Reference [20] discussed the impact of message exchange
frequency and link state granularity on computation cost and
protocol overhead. Reference [22] proposed a QoS extension
to CBT. In [23], the authors proposed QoSMIC, using a local
search or a multicast tree search to locate the best path for a new
user to join a QoS tree. QoSMIC, however, does not scale well,
due to its use of reverse path multicasting for local search and
employing a “manager” for multicast tree search. All routers
are required to report the link state and group membership
periodically to the manager so as to maintain the network and
tree topology to assist in optimal path determination.

We have discussed the impact of dynamic join and depar-
ture of participants on the efficiency of resource utilization in
the previous section. In the following, we will focus on the
problem related to multicast with QoS in the presence of user
heterogeneity, from the perspectives of the integration of IP
multicasting, resource reservation, and QoS routing. To sup-
port multicast QoS in the presence of heterogeneous reserva-
tions, previous work like RLM [24] proposed to employ layered
transmissions and to put different layers on different multicast
groups. Such an approach requires as many multicast trees as
the number of different layers associated with a single source
in a multicast group, and hence have different reservations and
distribution trees for the single source. We would like to investi-
gate the same problem from a different angle, limiting ourselves
to the layered transmission schemes where all the layers go on
one tree.

In the following, we will examine the problem of integrating
RSVP in conjunction with two types of multicast routing:
shortest path multicast (SPM) and QoS multicast (QoSM). For
ease of explanation, we use the network shown in Fig. 1 to
illustrate how they work. Fig. 1 shows a network with eight
nodes. Assume that is the flow source, and , , ,
are the flow recipients. The label on a link describes the
link bandwidth and delay, respectively. The number beneath a
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Fig. 1. Example network.

recipient indicates the bandwidth requirement corresponding to
the requested QoS of the corresponding receiver. For example,
the link between and has a bandwidth of 1.0 Mbps, a
delay of 15 ms, and the bandwidth requirement of is 1.0
Mbps. The flow specification (spec) is assumed to be 1.5 Mbps.

A. RSVP with Shortest Path Multicast

Shortest path multicast (SPM) routing protocols such
as MOSPF [16] and DVMRP [17] use the Dijkstra and
Bellman–Ford algorithms, respectively, to compute the shortest
path delivery tree between a sender and each of its receivers.
The routing objective focuses on the network topology (or
a single metric such as hop-count or delay) only, but not on
network resources or conditions such as bandwidth or delay,
thereby imposing limitations on the provision of integrated
services.

When used with RSVP, resource reservation for a recipient
succeeds only when the route the Path message traverses con-
tains sufficient resources to satisfy the requested QoS level. Oth-
erwise, reservation failure for the recipient occurs even if other
paths with sufficient resources may exist. Fig. 2 is a simple il-
lustration of RSVP with SPM applied to the network in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2(a) shows the RSVP Path messages being forwarded along
the shortest path delivery tree determined by the metric of link
delay. Fig. 2(b) shows that fails in making reservation on
the link between and , even though there exists a path that
meets R2’s service requirements (i.e., ).
A ResvErr message is then sent back toto report reservation
errors.

B. RSVP with QoS Multicast Routing

Unlike SPM which characterizes trees by a single metric, QoS
multicast routing like QOSPF (QoS extensions to OSPF) [25],
[26] calculates routes based on multiple constraints and given
the full knowledge about network resources, topology, member-
ship information, and QoS requirements of a flow source. Once
a feasible QoS path has been determined, the path must contain

sufficient resources for the flow transmission, even though the
route found may not be the shortest path as in SPM.

When RSVP is used with QoSM, the process of finding a
QoS tree is triggered by a flow sender (Path message), using
the flow spec as the routing criteria and placing the highest de-
mands on link capability to determine feasible QoS routes. For
example, suppose a data source coded with a layered encoding
scheme requires at most a rate of 1.5 Mbps for playback. A flow
recipient may request to reserve resource at a rate of, say, 64
Kbps, 512 Kbps, etc., according to their individual needs, but
not exceeding 1.5 Mbps. The QoS routing determination initi-
ated in this way, however, does not take the heterogeneity of
receivers’ needs into consideration. Those who have lower QoS
requirements may fail to participate in the QoS tree even if there
are other paths in the network able to meet their needs with
lower QoS demand. Thus, such a path selection is considered
“sender-oriented.” Fig. 3 depicts such a case. Fig. 3(a) shows
the RSVP Path messages being forwarded along the QoS de-
livery tree determined by the metric of link delay, bandwidth,
and flow spec. According to QoS routing, cannot participate
in the group because no route meets the need of the flow toward

(failure in the link between and ), even though
demands a lower service level (1.0 Mbps rather than 1.5 Mbps)
and the path does satisfy the request. Fig. 3(b)
shows the resultant delivery tree. Note that no recipient on the
delivery tree will receive an error message (ResvErr) for a Resv
message when using RSVP with QOSPF, because the QoS re-
quirement of the flow has been considered when determining
the delivery trees.

To summarize, the fundamental problem of integrating
RSVP with QoSM like QOSPF is that the path selection for a
flow source to any of the recipients is the reverse of the path
from the recipient to the data source. This route determination
feature makes RSVP, especially when used in conjunction with
QOSPF-like QoS routing protocols, “sender-oriented.” The
route calculation is initiated by the sender and based on the flow
spec, thereby placing the highest QoS level that the flow re-
cipients may request, without considering the heterogeneity of
their individual needs. Recall that a receiver-oriented protocol
such as RSVP accommodates heterogeneous receivers better
than a sender-oriented one such as ST-II. It would be desirable
to have a truly “receiver-oriented” integration approach for
multicast QoS in the presence of user heterogeneity.

III. MQ: A N INTEGRATED MECHANISM FORMULTICAST

WITH QOS

Based on the discussion above, we propose an integrated
mechanism called MQ, Multicast with QoS, to fulfill the
design objective of being a truly “receiver-oriented” mech-
anism to support heterogeneous users for multimedia group
communications in a scalable, robust, efficient, and loop-free
manner. MQ sets up a QoS multicast tree with “explicit” join
(Join_Request and Join_Ack) from group members, and thus
consumes no more network bandwidth than necessary for
control message overhead. Besides, MQ adopts the soft state
mechanism to maintain constructed QoS multicast trees for the
sake of robustness. Finally, MQ dynamically expands, shrinks,
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Fig. 2. RSVP with shortest path multicast. (a) Path setup by RSVP with SPM and (b) resultant multicast delivery tree.

Fig. 3. RSVP with QoS multicast. (a) Path setup by RSVP with QoS multicasting and (b) resultant QoS multicast delivery tree.

and reshapes QoS trees to adjust reservation levels for more
efficient resources utilization.

The paradigm of using “Join_Request” and ”Join_Ack”
makes the proposed approach suitable for both source-based
and center-based (shared trees) multicast mechanisms. Two
existing, promising shared multicast protocols (i.e., Core-Based
Tree (CBT) [18], and Protocol Independent Multicast—Sparse
Mode (PIM-SM) [19]) employ “Join_Request” and “Join_Ack”
for tree construction as well. In the rest of the paper, we will
focus only on source-based multicast protocols. The result of
how MQ works in the context of shared trees will be reported
in the future. Note that in the rest of the paper, we will explain
how MQ works by using bandwidth and hop count as the
constraints of QoS routing. The mechanism is applicable to the
case of employing multiple QoS metrics such as bandwidth,
jitters, delay, etc.

A. Tree Construction

The Flow_Ad message serves to advertise the QoS spec of
a data source. When a transmission starts, the sender sends a

Flow_Ad message to all flow recipients in the group, multicas-
ting through the shortest path delivery tree to the destinations.
Unlike an RSVP Path message, MQ Flow_Ad does not trigger
the QoS routing mechanism to determine a feasible path for the
data flow, and the “path” states are not saved in the intermediate
routers during data forwarding, but merely used for flow adver-
tisement. Upon receiving a Flow_Ad of the source for whose
data a receiver wishes to make reservations, the receiver sends a
Join_Request message back using the (possibly modified) flow
spec from the incoming Flow_Ad as its requested QoS. It is the
receiver that initiates the QoS route determination. Since a fea-
sible flow route is determined by the recipient, rather than by
the sender, the actual individual needs can be taken into account.
A Join_Request message is guided to traverse the feasible QoS
route newly determined toward the sender (i.e., upstream). Upon
receiving a Join_Request, the intermediate routers in the joining
path record the path states and temporary reservation states for
the corresponding receiver.

A Join_Request travels upstream only as far as the closest
point of the delivery tree where the requested reservation
level is met, from where a Join_Ack message is returned
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following the same path in the reverse direction traversed by
the Join_Request message. The Join_Ack also confirms the
reservation in the intermediate routers. If the reservation level
already made in a router cannot meet the QoS requirement of
an incoming Join_Request, the router first tries to expand the
reservation level to satisfy the new request, and then forward
the request upstream. The reservation expansion continues as
far as the breakout point of the tree, the resource of which is
insufficient to meet the requested QoS. The breakout router uses
QoS routing to determine a new feasible path with sufficient
resources on behalf of the Join_Request for the source. If such
a path is found, the router forwards the request toward the new
path and waits for an acknowledgment; otherwise, the router
returns a Join_Fail message to the immediate downstream
router from where the Join_Request comes. Upon receiving a
Join_Fail message, the router acts as a breakout router, using
QoS routing to determine a new feasible path with sufficient
resources. This operation repeats until either condition holds: 1)
an on-tree router located at the joining path has found a feasible
path based on QoS routing and has received a Join_Ack from
the new path, or 2) all the on-tree routers located at the joining
path have failed to find a feasible path, causing the recipient
to receive a Join_Fail message. If 2) is the case, the recipient
may consider resubmitting a new request with a lower QoS.
Otherwise, upon receiving a Join_Ack, the breakout router
forwards the Join_Ack downstream to confirm the reservation,
and sends a ResvRev (reservation remove) message upstream
in the old path to relinquish resources reserved by the previous
requests. This makes the resources reserved sufficient to meet
the new request with a higher QoS level. Since we refrain from
tearing down the reservation on the existing path to the source
while attempting to find a higher-capacity path over another
path, the existing flow recipients not be disrupted by the new
request which discovers that an on-tree link currently has in-
sufficient capacity to serve. As a result, the resources reserved
on the current path are not affected by admission failures on
the alternative path, therefore preventing a new receiver from
accidentally denying service to the existing receivers simply by
requesting lots of bandwidth.

Fig. 4 illustrates how MQ works on the network in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4(a) shows that source multicasts a Flow_Ad message
to recipients , , , and through the shortest path
tree. Assume that 1) receives the Flow_Ad message earlier
than , and 2) receives the Flow_Ad message earlier than

. Fig. 4(b) shows issuing the Join_Request mes-
sage that triggers the QoS routing mechanism finding

to be the optimal path to source
. The Join_Request message is forwarded; the path states and

the temporary reservation states in the intermediate routers are
set up until reaching source, from where the Join_Ack is re-
turned and the resource reservation is confirmed accordingly.
Later receives the Flow_Ad and sends its Join_Request mes-
sage toward , finding as the optimal path.

’s Join_Request message propagates only as far as router
, the closest point of the delivery tree where the requested

QoS level is met, as in Fig. 4(c). Then, receives the Flow_Ad
and sends its Join_Request message that finds

as the optimal path. Join_Request message

travels to router in which the reservation level already made
cannot meet the request. A Join_Fail message is then returned
to , as in Fig. 4(d). Since the upstream link does not have
enough resources for reservation expansion,(i.e., breakout
router) uses QoS routing to locate a new path, and forwards’s
Join_Request to , and to . Upon receipt of the Join_Ack
from , then issues a ResvRev message to the source

to relinquish the resources reserved previously, as
in Fig. 4(e). Fig. 4(f) shows the resultant MQ delivery tree.

Note that for those group members without specific demands
on QoS, they can just join the MQ tree with a Join_Request
indicating “best-effort” service in the field of QoS requirement.
The Join_Request message is routed toward the MQ tree without
making reservations. The Join_Request again travels as far as
the closest point of the MQ tree, from where the Join_Ack is
sent back in the reverse path of the Join_Request.

B. Tree Maintenance

Tree maintenance refers to the operations, once an MQ tree
has been built, to 1) maintain tree robustness and loop-freedom
in the face of network dynamics (e.g., route changes or link fail-
ures) and source changes, and 2) enable the existing users to
change the requested QoS and the newly arrived users to obtain
the flow spec to make requests for QoS services. With MQ, a
Join_Request message triggers the calculation of a feasible QoS
path for a flow and makes the reservation at the requested ser-
vice level, awaiting confirmation by the receipt of a Join_Ack
message. Using a Join_Request (with Join_Ack, Join_Fail, and
ResvRev) message to serve both path finding and resource reser-
vation purposes allows “one” message to be sent periodically to
refresh the existing unified states of both the path and reserva-
tion for an MQ tree, rather than sending Path and Resv mes-
sages separately as in RSVP. Thus the refreshing overhead can
be greatly reduced. The two main messages used to maintain a
constructed MQ tree are described in the following.

1) Flow_Ad: It is sent by a source on three occasions:
periodic distribution, whenever there is a change in the
source, and per request. A source periodically multicasts
a Flow_Ad message to the group, transmitting through
the shortest path delivery tree to all the recipients. This
ensures all the group members are informed of the flow
condition, and enables the newly arrived receivers to
obtain the flow spec to make proper reservations. A
change in the source (e.g., the source goes away) triggers
a Flow_Ad, allowing the MQ tree to learn promptly and
to adapt gracefully to source changes. Upon receiving
a Flow_Ad message that indicates a source change, re-
ceivers issue Join_Request messages for path finding and
for reservations. A newly arrived receiver is allowed to
solicit for the flow spec to the source using a Flow_Solicit
to further reduce join latency. Here, join latency refers to
the time elapsed between when a user joins a group and
when it starts receiving the data with the requested QoS.
Since Flow_Ad is used for flow advertisement, and can
be sent per request as well, the multicast frequency of
the Flow_Ad can be even lower than that of the Refresh
messages for both path and reservation.
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Fig. 4. MQ tree construction. (a) Flow_Ad message, (b) Join_Request and Join_Ack messages, (c) Merge operation, (d) Join_Fail message, (e) ResvRev message,
and (f) resultant QoS multicast deliver tree.

2) Refresh: It is sent by a receiver to periodically refresh the
existing unified states of both “path” and “reservation.” A
Refresh message serves two purposes: keeping existing
reservation alive and requesting a change in QoS. Once
having successfully joined a group, the receiver period-
ically sends a Refresh message upstream, following the
constructed MQ tree. Each node in the multicast tree is as-

sociated with a timer in each downstream link (interface).
A timer is reset upon receipt of a Refresh message from
the corresponding interface. On expiry of the timer, the
node assumes the downstream receivers no longer exist
and issues a TearDown message to the interface to re-
lease all the previously reserved resources. On receiving a
TearDown message from the upstream interface, the node
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Fig. 5. MQ tree pruning.

issues a TearDown message to each of its downstream
interfaces. When a receiver would like to change the re-
quested QoS, a Refresh message is issued and the QoS
requirement field of the Refresh message is modified ac-
cordingly. The Refresh message is then forwarded to its
directly attached node upstream, from where a new Re-
fresh message is issued (to change the QoS). Note that
the change QoS request shrinks the tree as in the departing
process.

C. Tree Pruning

To leave an MQ tree, a receiver sends a ResvRev message
toward the root to clear the states and release the resources re-
served in the intermediate routers. If a router detects that the
departing interface (i.e., the interface where the ResvRev mes-
sage comes from) has the highest QoS, the router sends a Shrink
message upstream to reduce the reservation in the upstream
link to the maximum reserved bandwidth among all the other
downstream interfaces, avoiding over-reserving resources. This
shrinking process continues as far as the closest point of the
tree where the departing interface is no longer the one with the
highest QoS among all the interfaces in the on-tree router.

Fig. 5 demonstrates how MQ shrinks the tree constructed in
Fig. 4. Originally has reserved a bandwidth of 1.5 Mbps
on the path . To leave the group,
sends a ResvRev to its upstream router[Fig. 5(a)]. finds
that the reserved bandwidth in the departing interface (i.e., 1.5
Mbps) is higher than the maximum reserved bandwidth among
all the other downstream interfaces (i.e., 1.0 Mbps), and thus
sends a Shrink message to the upstream routerto shrink the
reserved resource. Having reserved 1.5 Mbps,reduces the
reservation to 1.0 Mbps and then forwards the Shrink message
upstream to router , where the resource is shrunk accordingly.

D. Tree Reshaping

The shape of QoS trees (i.e., the number of links with re-
served network resources, and how routers are connected) de-
termines how efficient network resources are used. In real net-
works, available link bandwidth may be changed dynamically,

due to transient network load fluctuations, connections and dis-
connections, and links going up and down. Besides, a group
member may dynamically join or leave the participating mul-
ticast group. A new branch grows in a tree at the time a new re-
cipient joins the group, and is trimmed upon the departure of a
recipient. Without taking this into consideration, the constructed
QoS tree may become skewed after a series of joining and de-
parture of participants. In the following, we will describe how
MQ reshapes a QoS tree so as to make efficient use of network
resources.

To reduce the routing table size for the sake of scalability, an
MQ router keeps the information about network topology and
the residual bandwidth per link, rather than storing tree topology
and the reserved bandwidth per (source, group) pair in each link,
i.e., information is stored on a per network basis, not per group.1

Each router alone cannot determine if a tree should be reshaped.
Therefore, information is exchanged with other routers. Tree re-
shaping is performed only when the reshaped tree consumes less
network resources than the original one. Thus, if an MQ capable
router 1) finds a new feasible path, from the source to itself,
which satisfies the QoS requirements of all the downstream in-
terfaces, and 2) finds that the resource reserved for the new path
is less than the old path, the multicast tree is reshaped by adding
the new path and then removing the old path from the tree. The
operation of tree reshaping is described as follows.

1) A router employs QoS routing with the maximum re-
served bandwidth among all the downstream interfaces
as the QoS metric to determine if a feasible path exists.
When the upstream router in the newly determined path
is different from that in the current tree, the router will
consider reshaping a tree, and the router is called a re-
shaping router.

2) The reshaping router sends an Off_Tree_Query to the
new path, with information on the maximum bandwidth
reserved among all the downstream interfaces, hop

1While maintaining states on a per group basis may lead to a lower blocking
probability to join a QoS tree and to better resource utilization, at the expense
of low scalability, MQ opts to employ the approach based on per-network states
so as to render better scalability.
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Fig. 6. Tree reshaping.

count, and the address of the reshaping router. The hop
count field of the Off_Tree_Query is incremented by
one whenever a router is traversed. Upon receipt of an
Off_Tree_Query, an on-tree router compares the band-
width reserved in its upstream link with the bandwidth
requested by the Off_Tree_Query, and responds with
an Off_Tree_Reply. If the bandwidth reserved in the
upstream link is larger than that of the Off_Tree_Query,
the hop-count value in the Off_Tree_Query is copied
to the Off_Tree_Reply; otherwise, the hop count in the
returned Off_Tree_Reply is set to infinity.

3) The reshaping router also sends an On_Tree_Query
toward the upstream router in the original tree, with
the On_Tree_Query’s hop-count. The hop-count in the
On_Tree_Query is incremented by one whenever a
router is traversed. The On_Tree_Query travels upstream
along the multicast tree until reaching an on-tree router
with more than one downstream interface, from where
an On_Tree_Reply with a copy of the hop count of the
On_Tree_Query is returned.

4) Upon receipt of both the Off_Tree_Reply and the
On_Tree_Reply, the reshaping router compares the hop
count values of both messages. A smaller hop count in the

Off_Tree_Reply implies less bandwidth is required for
the reshaped tree. Thus, only when the Off_Tree_Reply
is smaller will the tree be reshaped. To start reshaping
the tree, the reshaping router issues a Join_Request
message along the new path, waiting until a Join_Ack
message is returned, at which time a ResvRev message
is sent toward the upstream router in the original tree to
complete tree reshaping.

Fig. 6 demonstrates how MQ reshapes a tree. When recipient
leaves the multicast group, a ResvRev message is sent to-

ward its upstream router . Upon receipt of the message,
uses the bandwidth of 1.0 Mbps as the metric of QoS routing,
finding that there is a path (i.e., ) having an upstream
router different from that in the original multicast tree. then
sends an Off_Tree_Query and an On_Tree_Query to the up-
stream router in the new path and in the original multicast tree,
respectively. Since the Off_Tree_Query reaches the on-tree
router in one hop only, while the On_Tree_Query reaches
an on-tree router with more than one downstream interface
in two hops, the router starts a reshaping process with a
Join_Request to the new path. Once the Join_Ack has received,

sends a ResvRev message to the previous upstream router
to complete the reshaping process.
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While the reshaping process may make efficient use of
network resources, a closely related issue to consider is when
a router should start a reshaping procedure. One possibility is
to start when triggered by changes in network load. Once the
residual bandwidth in a link exceeds a threshold, the detecting
router initiates a tree reshaping. Another possibility is to start
upon the departure of a downstream interface. Upon receiving
a ResvRev message from a downstream router, if the router
detects the maximum bandwidth to be reserved among all
the downstream interfaces other than the departing interface
is less than the bandwidth reserved in the upstream link, a
reshaping process starts. Both approaches, however, suffer
from large overhead in computing and communications, and
low successful rate in reshaping. In the following, we suggest
two schemes to determine when a reshaping process should be
initiated.

1) Each router periodically checks the residual bandwidth
in each link within a subgraph centered at the router
and a finite number of hops from it. Tree reshaping is
performed if either condition holds: 1) if the increase
of the total residual bandwidth of all links within the
checked subgraph reaches a predefined threshold, or
2) if the increase in the number of links with sufficient
residual bandwidth within the checked subgraph reaches
a predefined threshold.

2) Upon receiving a ResvRev message, a router compares
the reserved bandwidth in the upstream link with the max-
imum reserved bandwidth among all the downstream in-
terfaces other than the departing interface. If the differ-
ence exceeds a given threshold, a tree reshaping is per-
formed; otherwise, the router just sends a Shrink message
to the upstream router to reduce the reserved bandwidth.

E. Loop-Free Control

A loop in packet delivery may be caused due to transient
routing table inconsistencies. To reduce the negative impact of
loops on networks, IP time-to-live (TTL) is often employed to
limit the maximum number of hops each IP packet is allowed
to travel. In MQ, to avoid loops, loop detection is performed
whenever there is a change in tree topology, which may happen
in the joining process (to grow a new branch) or in the reshaping
process (to reshape2 a tree). During the joining process, when
an on-tree router (i.e., breakout router) finds the bandwidth re-
served in its upstream link cannot satisfy a received Join_Re-
quest, the router will employ QoS routing to locate a new fea-
sible path with sufficient resource for the source. Once such a
new path has been determined, the router sends the Join_Re-
quest upstream toward the new path. If there is a loop formed
by the new path to the original multicast tree, the Join_Request
will eventually come back to the breakout router and thus the
loop can be detected accordingly. Upon receipt of the Join_Re-
quest, the breakout router returns a Join_Fail message to the
downstream router in the new path from where the Join_Request
comes. Those routers that receive a Join_Fail message then in

2Note that in tree reshaping, MQ does not reconstruct the whole QoS tree,
but replaces an old branch in a multicast tree with another new feasible branch
consuming less network resources.

turn clear the temporary states and re-initiate QoS routing to de-
termine if another new feasible path exists.

Fig. 7 demonstrates how loop-free control is ensured in the
joining process. Fig. 7(a) shows the network topology with 11
nodes in which node is the flow source, is a flow re-
cipient, and is a router, , . The
label on a link denotes the total link bandwidth and the
bandwidth reserved for source, respectively. The number be-
neath a recipient indicates the bandwidth requirement corre-
sponding to the requested QoS of the recipient. Fig. 7(b) shows
an MQ tree, with three recipients , , and . Later,
would like to join the multicast group by issuing a Join_Re-
quest with a bandwidth of 1.5 Mbps to . In Fig. 7(c), since
the reserved bandwidth in can be expanded to satisfy the
Join_Request, forward the Join_Request upstream to .
Since the reserved bandwidth of still can be expanded to
satisfy the Join_Request, the Join_Request is forwarded to.
On detecting that the link cannot meet the Join_Re-
quest, returns a Join_Fail to . Based on QoS routing,
finds no other feasible path to reachand returns a Join_Fail
to . In Fig. 7(d), using QoS routing, finds there is a fea-
sible path, i.e., , to reach , and thus
sends a Join_Request to . Since is on-tree and the band-
width reserved can be expanded to meet the Join_Request,
then sends the Join_Request to the upstream routerwhich
in turn sends the Join_Request to its upstream router, be-
cause the reserved bandwidth in the upstream link
can be expanded to meet the request, too. Fig. 7(e) shows that
upon receipt of the Join_Request, detects the loop and sends
a Join_Fail to . On receiving the Join_Fail, finds that no
other feasible path to the source exists and sends a Join_Fail
to . uses QoS routing to locate a feasible path (i.e.,

) to reach , and thus sends a Join_Request
to . Fig. 7(f) shows that since the reserved bandwidth in the
upstream link can satisfy the Join_Request, then
returns a Join_Ack to . Upon receiving the Join_Ack,
sends a Join_Ack to and sends a ResvRev to . Fig. 7(g)
shows that upon receipt of the Join_Ack, sends a Join_Ack
to , and sends a ResvRev to the previous upstream router
and to . Fig. 7(h) shows the resultant tree.

During the reshaping process, loop detection is performed
explicitly. The bandwidth request of an Off_Tree_Query issued
by an on-tree router (i.e., the query sender) is the maximum
bandwidth reserved among all the downstream interfaces
of the query sender. On receiving an Off_Tree_Query, if an
on-tree router can meet the request of the Off_Tree_Query,
a loop may occur. Thus, to avoid loops, even if an on-tree
router can meet the request of a received Off_Tree_Query,
the router (loop-detection sender) first sends upstream in the
tree a Loop_Detection message with the address of the query
sender. If there is a loop, the Loop_Detection will eventually
reach the query sender; otherwise, the Loop_Detection will
eventually go to the source, from where a Loop_Reply mes-
sage is returned, informing the loop-detection sender of loop
freedom. Upon receiving a Loop_Detection, the query sender
returns a Loop_Reply message to warn the loop-detection
sender the existence of a loop. Once the Loop_Reply has been
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Fig. 7. Loop-free control in the joining process.

received, the loop-detection sender sets the hop count in the
Off_Tree_Reply toinfinity to avoid a loop.

F. Other QoS Metrics

This section describes how to provide guarantees on QoS
metrics other than bandwidth, such as end-to-end delay,
end-to-end delay jitter, and packet loss rate, in MQ. Since all
three metrics are additive constraints in QoS routing, we will
focus only on the end-to-end delay constraint in the following.
The same approach is applicable to end-to-end delay jitter and
loss rate.

To describe how the protocol works, some notations are de-
fined first.

router in the network;
upstream router of router ;
downstream router of router ;
recipient in an MQ tree;
accumulated delay carried by Join_Request in the
joining path from recipient ;
accumulated delay carried by Join_Ack in the re-
turning path from sender;
end-to-end delay constraint requested by recipient

;
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total delay in the path between senderand router
in an MQ tree;

delay in the link between routerand router in an
MQ tree;
set of all recipients in the subtree rooted at router
from interface in an MQ tree;
total delay in the path between routerand recip-
ient , ;
minimum partial delay constraint among all the re-
cipients downstream from interfaceof router
(i.e., ), where

To guarantee end-to-end delay, MQ should be extended to
maintain the following states in each on-tree router, say router

: and for each downstream interfaceof router
, , as shown in Fig. 8. With , an on-tree

router can determine locally if the delay constraint requested
by a newly joining recipient can be satisfied, without forwarding
the Join_Request all the way to source. With , the delay
constraints imposed by all the recipients in can be summa-
rized in a single state, rather than maintaining individual states
for all the downstream recipients.

Upon joining a multicast group, a new recipient includes
and in the Join_Request message. is set to

zero initially. On receiving a Join_Request from interface, a
router which is not on-tree first adds the link delay
to , and then creates a temporary state with set to
the value of the updated . Note that here we assume the
upstream router (router in this example) instead of the down-
stream one (router in this example) knows the link delay.
To proceed, forwards the Join_Request with and the up-
dated in the next best hop upstream toward the source.
Such a process is repeated until the message meets the first
on-tree router. When a Join_Request reaches the first on-tree
router from interface , the router, say router , will perform
the following two operations if .

1) Return a Join_Ack message which contains to ac-
knowledge success in joining the tree. is set as

, the sum of and the link
delay between router and its downstream router .
Upon receipt of a Join_Ack, a router becomes on-tree
and confirms the state established by the corresponding
Join_Request message. Routerthen sets its as
the value of the carried in the received Join_Ack,
and updates accordingly before passing the mes-
sage downstream to . The Join_Ack message follows
the same path but in the reverse direction as the corre-
sponding Join_Request. The procedure continues until

receives the Join_Ack message.
2) Check if is minimum among all the downstream in-

terfaces, namely . If this is the case,
router sends a Refresh message with toward its
upstream router, say router , to reflect the change; oth-
erwise, the change is suppressed by other interfaces (i.e.,
no Refresh message is issued). Upon receipt of a Refresh

message from interface, the upstream router up-
dates the corresponding partial delay constraint with

, the sum of and the link delay
between router and router , and again determines if
another Refresh message should be forwarded to its up-
stream router. This operation is repeated until the change
is suppressed by other interfaces.

When a router receives a ResvRev message, it checks if
should be modified. If this is the case, the router will forward
a Refresh message to its parent router as described in 2) above.
To find a new upstream path either in the joining or reshaping
process, an on-tree routeruses as the delay con-
straint for QoS routing to forward the Join_Request. If router

finds a new feasible upstream path that leads to a change in
, it will send a Refresh message with the updated

to each of its downstream routers to reflect the new delay infor-
mation.

Use Fig. 1 as an example. Assume that the end-to-end delay
constraints of , , , and are 100 ms, 120 ms, 80 ms,
and 40 ms, respectively, and the joining sequence is, , ,
and . First, finds a feasible path to the source and joins
successfully. fails to join because the minimum delay from
the sender to is 50 ms while the demand of is 40 ms.
Then joins the group successfully and creates a state in.
Later would like to join the group by sending a Join_Request
with delay constraint 120 ms. Upon receiving the Join_Request
from , finds that the delay between the sender andis
20 ms, smaller than the partial delay constraint of the outgoing
interface to , 100 ms. However, since the reserved bandwidth
of its upstream link cannot meet ’s requirement, tries
to use the following two metrics for QoS routing to check if a
feasible path exists: 1) the minimum partial delay bounds among
all the downstream interfaces (70 ms in this example), and 2) the
maximum bandwidth requirements among all the downstream
recipients (1.5 Mbps in this example). It then finds that the path

can satisfy both requirements, and thus join
successfully. Later leaves the group. After has left this
group, initiates a reshaping process to reshape the tree (as
described in Section III-D). It uses 70 ms and 1.0 Mbps as delay
and bandwidth constraints to locate a new path in the reshaping
procedure.

IV. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

In this section, we present simulation results to verify the ar-
guments we have made in the previous sections. The simulation
setup is described first, followed by the simulation results.

A. Simulation Setup

Fig. 9 shows the network topologies used in the simulation.
Fig. 9(a) and (b) were generated by network topology gener-
ator GT-ITM developed by Georgia Tech., adopting the random
graph model designed by Waxman [28] to reflect the structure of
real internetworks. This model distributes the nodes randomly
in the plane, and for an edge between pairs of nodes , the
edge probability is given by:
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Fig. 8. Notations in MQ.

where , and is the Euclidean distance from
node to . An increase in increases the number of connec-
tions of distant nodes, while an increase inincreases the edge
densities. The network shown in Fig. 9 has 100 nodes with
equal to 0.2 and equal to 0.2. Note that we have simulated
different pairs of values of and , and the results were con-
sistent with those shown in this paper. To conserve space, only
the results using were included. The QoS
metrics were based on bandwidth and hop count. The bandwidth
was uniformly distributed between 128 Kbps and 3.088 Mbps.
The bandwidth assigned to each link was chosen randomly in
the range of ( kbps, Mbps), so that the
aspect ratio (i.e., the ratio of the downstream bandwidth to the
upstream bandwidth) between a pair of complementary links
was no more than three using the formula in [29]:

rand

rand

where rand denotes a random number uniformly dis-
tributed between and .

Each node may have one of the following requested band-
width requirements from the users: 256 kbps, 128 kbps, 64
kbps, and 32 kbps. The inter-arrival time was exponentially
distributed with mean 6 min, and the time a receiver spends in
a group was exponentially distributed with mean 60 min. The
measurement lasts over a 3-h time span.

B. Performance Metrics

The simulations were conducted to compare MQ with the
loosely-coupled integration of IP multicasting, QoS routing, and
resource reservation. We evaluated three approaches, namely
RSVP with SPM, RSVP with QoSM, and our proposed MQ.
In the simulation, we used MOSPF for SPM and QOSPF for
QoS multicasting. MOSPF employed single metric of the hop
count to calculate the shortest paths between a sender and any

of the receivers. For QOSPF and MQ, the QoS routes awere de-
termined using the metrics of hop count, bandwidth on a link,
and the QoS levels of the (modified) flows. For a fair compar-
ison, MQ used the same QoS routing mechanism as in QOSPF
shown in the Appendix.

The following performance metrics were measured.

1) Blocking probability: The probability that a receiver is
blocked from joining the QoS tree with resources reserved
at the requested QoS level.

2) Protocol overhead: The total number of control messages
generated during tree construction, tree pruning, tree
reshaping, and tree maintenance, with the consideration
of loop-free control. RSVP with MOSPF may have Path,
Resv, ResvErr messages; RSVP with QOSPF may have
Path and Resv; while MQ may have Flow_Ad, Join_Re-
quest, Join_Ack, ResvRev, Join_Fail, Off_Tree_Query,
On_Tree_Query, Off_Tree_Reply, On_Tree_Reply,
Loop_Detection, Loop_Reply, and Refresh. Routing
overhead was not considered in the simulation. For a
fair comparison, we normalized the collective protocol
overhead by the total number of admitted recipients per
group (the users successfully joining a group) because
the overhead increased as the total number of admitted
receivers per group increased.

3) Resource utilization: Resource utilization is defined as the
reserved bandwidth over the total link bandwidth. Again,
since the resource consumption increases as the number
of admitted receivers increased, for a fair comparison, we
normalized the resource utilization by the total number of
admitted recipients per group.

C. Simulation Results

1) Blocking Probability Comparisons:Fig. 10 shows the
changes of the blocking probabilities for the three approaches
as a function of group number: Fig. 10(a) for the flat model
and Fig. 10(b) for the hierarchical model. Both depict that
the blocking probabilities of the three approaches increase as
group number increases, caused by a lack of network resources
to satisfy the required QoS as the number of groups increases.
Fig. 10 demonstrates that MQ has the lowest blocking prob-
ability among the three approaches in both types of network
topologies. MQ outperforms RSVP with MOSPF because MQ
considers QoS in routing while the latter has a high possibility
of mismatch of the receivers’ QoS with the network resources
in the delivery tree. Besides, MQ has lower blocking probability
than that of RSVP with QOSPF, by more than 25%. The reason
is that RSVP with QOSPF is sender-oriented so that its path
selection procedure may fail even if there are paths that meet
the QoS requirements of those receivers with lower QoS. On
the contrary, MQ is receiver-oriented and will find a feasible
path if at least one meets its QoS requirements.

The performance advantage of QOSPF over MOSPF in terms
of low blocking probability becomes significant only when the
network is lightly loaded and thus the network resource is suf-
ficient. Under the circumstance of light traffic, feasible paths
may exist during the construction of a delivery tree. Since the
construction of a QOSPF delivery tree is based on more prior
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Fig. 9. Network topologies used in the simulation. (a) Flat graph model and (b) hierarchical graph model.

Fig. 10. Blocking probability comparisons. (a) Flat graph model and (b) hierarchical graph model.

knowledge about QoS information and network resources, so
long as there is a feasible path from a source to any of the re-
ceivers, a recipient attempting to join the tree with the requested
QoS must be admitted. To join an MOSPF-based QoS tree, on
the other hand, a recipient is admitted only when the shortest
path itself contains sufficient resources, irrespective of whether
other paths with sufficient resources do exist. However, as the
resources are consumed, MOSPF performs better than QOSPF,
due to QOSPF quickly consuming system resources in an inef-
ficient way (i.e., sender-oriented). The argument can be easily
verified from Figs. 10 and 11 (Fig. 11 compares the resource
utilization among the three approaches). The cross point of the
QOSPF and MOSPF curves in Fig. 10(a) is approximately at the
group number of 150 where the resource consumption curve of
QOSPF in Fig. 11(a) becomes flat. In other words, in Fig. 10(a),
when group number is less than 150, namely, the network is
lightly loaded, the blocking probability of MOSPF is higher
than that of QOSPF. However, to the right of the cross point,
the network becomes heavily loaded, and hence MQSPF per-
forms better than QOSPF.

2) Resource Utilization Comparisons:Figs. 11 and 12
show the comparisons of resource utilization for the three

approaches, without and with being normalized by the total
number of admitted users, respectively. Again both Figs. 11(a)
and 12(a) are for the flat model, and both Figs. 11(b) and
12(b) are for the hierarchical model. Fig. 11 shows that MQ
makes the best use of network resources, while MOSPF, the
worse. In other words, MQ can make more efficient use of
available resources to enhance system performance in terms
of low blocking probability, while MOSPF does not have this
advantage, irrespective of whether the network is still lightly
loaded. QOSPF in Fig. 11 seems to make good use of network
resources as well. However, as shown in Fig. 10, QOSPF has a
rather high blocking probability. Besides, as shown in Fig. 12,
when normalized by the total number of admitted users, each
QOSPF recipient uses the most resources due to the QoS trees
of QOSPF being constructed in an inefficient sender-oriented
way, thus rendering highly blocking probability. Fig. 12 shows
MOSPF consumes the lowest resources per admitted user
among the three approaches, thanks to an MOSPF tree being
constructed as the shortest path tree. Resource consumed by
MQ is similar to that of MOSPF. Fig. 12 also shows resource
consumed actually decreases as group number increases
starting from a certain point [e.g., group number 100 in
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Fig. 11. Resource utilization comparisons. (a) Flat graph model and (b) hierarchical graph model.

Fig. 12. Normalized resource comparisons. (a) Flat graph model and (b) hierarchical graph model.

Fig. 12(a)]. This is because in heavily loaded networks, while
QOSPF keeps all users from joining the QoS tree, MQ still
allows the users with smaller QoS requests to join.

3) Overhead Comparisons:Fig. 13 shows the comparison
of protocol overhead for the three approaches. Fig. 13(a)
shows the results of the flat model. Each approach sets up and
maintains states by exchanging control messages to provide
the requested QoS for the admitted receivers. Our simulation
measured the number of control messages for tree construction,
pruning, reshaping, and tree maintenance. The results were
taken with a flow of two hours in length and with the states
being refreshed every 30 s. In Fig. 13(a), QOSPF generates
more control messages than MOSPF, because the normalized
QOSPF tree is larger than that of MOSPF (as MOSPF tree
is the shortest path tree) in size, and the control overhead is
proportional to the number of links per tree. MQ outperforms
the other two approaches, thanks to a smaller number of refresh
messages. (MQ sends only one Refresh message, while RSVP
sends both Path and Resv messages.) As a result, the savings
obtained in using Refresh messages compensate for the extra
messages (the use of the Join_Request, Join_Ack, Join_Fail,
ResvRev, etc.) to create the tree. Note that MQ also multicasts
Flow_Ad messages periodically, with a frequency less than
Refresh, because it is only used for flow advertisement. Here,

we show the results with the frequency of the Flow_Ads mes-
sage one half that of Refresh messages. The overhead of MQ
decreases as the multicast frequency of Flow_Ad decreases.
Fig. 13(b) shows the case of the hierarchical model. Still, MQ
has the lowest overhead, MOSPF is next, and QOSPF has the
highest. Since bottleneck links exist in this topology, all the
three overhead curves are a bit flatter as compared to those of
the flat model.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed MQ as an integrated
mechanism to support multimedia group communications with
end-to-end QoS guarantees for heterogeneous users. In MQ,
while resource reservation is still de-coupled from routing,
they are integrated in such way as to avoid the “sender-initi-
ated” feature caused by employing RSVP used with multicast
QoS routing. Being an integrated mechanism for multimedia
multicasting, MQ enjoys scalability, robustness, efficiency,
loop-freedom, and the support of user heterogeneity. When a
new recipient joins a group of interest, if the reserved bandwidth
in the current multicast tree cannot satisfy the QoS requirement
of the joining recipient, MQ first attempts to expand the
reservation upstream toward the source. Only when the original
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Fig. 13. Overhead comparisons, (a) flat graph model and (b) hierarchical graph model.

reservation plus the residual bandwidth in the current path
cannot meet the QoS requirement of the new recipient will MQ
consider growing a new branch. The tree may be reshaped upon
a change in network condition or a departure of a recipient,
in a way that minimizes the service disruption to the existing
multicast tree. These features, together with a loop-free mecha-
nism to ensure end-to-end QoS guarantees, allows MQ to make
efficient use of network resources to minimize the blocking
probability while supporting user heterogeneity with diverse
QoS services, and to achieve high scalability with minimum
information stored in the routing table.

To verify our conclusions, we have conducted simulations to
evaluate the performance of MQ. Being a truly receiver-initi-
ated, soft state, and integrated scheme for multicast QoS ser-
vices, MQ demonstrates lower blocking probability for users to
join the group of interest with requested QoS, much reduced
protocol overhead, and more efficient resource utilization, as
compared to traditional approaches that employ loosely coupled
integration of IP multicasting, resource reservation, and QoS
routing for multimedia group communications.

APPENDIX

MULTICAST QOS ROUTING

Metrics

The QoS routing module uses a link-state based routing
mechanism modified from the Dijkstra algorithm. A feasible
path satisfies the QoS requirement of a flow, which is de-
termined by the flow spec, receiver capability, and available
resources on the network. Each link is associated with two
metrics: available bandwidth and propagation delay.

Link-State Information Dissemination

The link state information is advertised across the network so
that each router can compute accurate and consistent QoS route
for each flow. The link-state information distribution is similar
to that of OSPF. Link-state advertisement is sent periodically or
triggered by significant changes in the value of the metrics since
the last advertisement.

QoS Routing Algorithm

Input , where is the network topology,
is the designated router of a joining receiver,is

the flow sender, and is the required bandwidth
of .

Output Bandwidth constrained delay optimal path from
to , or ERROR when the path calculation fails.

: Available bandwidth on link , set to 0 when
there is no direct connection between nodesand
.

: Propagation delay on link , set to when there
is no direct connection between nodesand .

: Propagation delay of current chosen path fromto
, set to initially.

: Previous router of routeron the chosen path from
to ; initially .

: Set of routers which are adjacent to.

Step 1) , for .
Step 2) Find so that , .
Step 3) If , return the path determined by and

previous routers of , and stop.
Step 4) For , , ,

and , do , .
Step 5) Go to Step 2.
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